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The Final Form
• Company Logo
• Involved Doctors and Clinics {Admin}

includes names of referring specialists, responsible 
general practitioners and referring clinics. To pull 
multiple names from the same {Staff} and 
{External} tables, you will need to create duplicate, 
renamed files.

• Demographics {Patient}
• D&I summary {Medical}
• Care Plan {PatCPlan}

This is the pivotal selection point. The report chooses 
the Care Plan with the highest number, and then links 
other selection tables to this one (indexing makes this 
easy). The report looks ‘up’ to the linked diagnosis, 
and ‘down’ to the treatment fields. The dates come 
from the {???} table

• Radiation Prescription {???}
Subreport that returns all the currently treated fields. 
I could not change the fractions from 35.00 to 35, no 
matter what I tried.

• Side Effects [see later]
Subreport described below. The subreport returns the 
last date when entries were made (using 
maximum({date})). In future I will alter this to 
select the last entry by a doctor.

• Follow Up {Admin}
This is a simple repetition of Part A. In future I will 
alter this to include the choices entered by the 
nurses, which will detail the time interval more 
closely.

• Contact details and staff [text]

In future I shall also add a subreport that compiles the 
Notes entered by doctors



  

Assessments SubReport
Table Configuration

There are three tables used.

{Observe} contains the definition selected 
(Obd_ID link to the stored results in {ObsDef}) 
and the selection made (i.e., 1, 2, 3, etc.; 
Obs_Choice link to stored results in {ObsDef}).

{ObsReq} contains the Date of the Observation 
that has been made and is linked to the actual 
observation by obr_set_ID. obr_set_ID is used to 
collect together all the observations for one day 
(the down column in the Assessments view).

{ObsDef} contains the definition specifications – 
label, description and choices. The table is used 
twice. 
 {ObsDef} is used to provide the name of the 
assessment being printed, while 
{ObsDef_Obs_Choice} is used to provide the 
name of the specific assessment selected.



  

Construction of Report

This forces the report to look at 
entries from a specific date. I use 
the maximum date as only 
doctors are using it at present, 
later I will include Staff_ID = 
doctor.

This equation is shown 
on the next slide.

Lift this from 
the table.

This group confines the report to the 
patient selected.



  

@AssessmentSummary

The first line is used to select between a text choice and a number entry, as the 
construction methods for each is different.

if {Observe.Obs_Choice}=0 is true when a numerical value such as a weight is 
entered. 
…so then take the {Observe.Obs_Float} value and convert it ToText

if {Observe.Obs_Choice}=0 is false when a text choice such as a “2= very tired” 
is entered. 
…so then take the {ObsDef_Obs_Choice.Label} text and add it to 
{ObsDef_Obs_Choice.Desc} text with a few spacers for effect.

Then print the variable constructed as AssessmentSummary. The green part is 
ignored.

Some of this construction is not 100% clear to me as happens with time! I haven’t 
seen what happens when you enter ‘0’ into a numerical selection.


